Comparative analysis of aggregate shapes by digitized microscopic images. Application to hypertension.
The main objective of the present work was to study modifications in RBC aggregate morphology by analyzing digitized microscopic images and compare them between healthy subjects and patients suffering from essential hypertension. Blood samples were obtained from normal subjects (n=30) and patients suffering from essential hypertension (n=20). RBC aggregate morphology was quantified using direct microscopic observation and numerical analysis of images. ASP (Aggregation Shape Parameter) defined as the ratio of the area of the projected image to its square perimeter was calculated. Other rheological parameters have been determined in order to establish the hemorheological profile of the studied hypertension states. ASP appears significantly higher (p<0.001) in patients suffering essential hypertension (0.69+/-0.11) than in normal control subjects (0.25+/-0.12). RBC aggregation is known to be responsible for the high increase in apparent blood viscosity at low shear rates. By compare ASP values with whole blood viscosity at low rate (2.30 s(-1)) a high correlation was formed between both parameters (Spearman coefficient was 0.8835 and p<0.001). The applied method is simple, direct and quantitative and provides a useful tool for measuring deviations of RBC aggregate morphology.